The future of Rechenkraft.net e.V.
The past I

- Founded 2005 as a registered association
- Home of yoyo@home (2007) and RNA World (2009)
- 78 Members, 3353€ Budget per year

- Exhibitions 2014: LinuxTag Berlin und LinuxTage Chemnitz
- Recently participated: Dialog board to establish Citizen Science in Germany
The past II

- Article in University IT Magazine
- Article in local Newspaper (World Aids Day)
- Twitter Bootstrap integrated to RNA World
- VM Apps working on RNA World (kind of)
The present and the future

- Consolidate servers to minimize costs
- Update logo, new flyers, harmonize websites
- Support the German effort to establish Citizen Science
- Finish User Job Submission for RNA World
- Implement AutoDock Vina to RNA World
- Make RNA World results available